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News

• The long-awaited customization possibility of CCT 
coils is now available, allowing limitless 
customization…

• (useless) example: QF/QD in one unit (with a bit 
of a sextupole in between)

QF QDsextupole



Customized CCT

• One can define all multipole components for 
every turn of the cable via an excel file



The problem (1)

• The FF quads sit in an area of rapidly varying 
optics functions.

• This CCT design has excellent field quality when 
integrating over the whole length of the 
quadrupole. This is not sufficient.

• Each side, when treated separately, should have 
excellent field quality.

• The limit for multipoles has been loosely defined 
by Katsunobu to be less than 1 unit (10-4). And 
the smaller the better. 



Solving this problem

• The new option in the design of the CCT 
quadrupole can introduce the appropriate 
multipole components only at the edge of the 
quadrupole.

• Minimization done empirically, but a reduction of 
the multipole components at the edge by an 
order of magnitude is possible.

• To demonstrate: standalone FF magnet (one 
aperture). Correcting only one side (l.h.s.) and 
comparing with the other side



The FF quadrupole

The first two turns of the quadrupole 
contain, apart from the B2 component, all 
the necessary components to nullify the 
edge effects.

Only one side corrected (for demonstration)

Inner bore: 40mm diameter; 100T/m B2 field



Multipoles – before and after
Multipoles at 2/3 aperture. 
(10mm radius)

Right: uncorrected edges. Note 
that in this configuration, the B 
components integrate to zero 
per side, but the A components 
integrate to zero only over the 
whole length of the magnet.

The B1, B2 and A1 components 
have been removed for clarity.

Left: the corrected side (see 
also next slides)



Integrated multipoles
Now normalised to the B2 
component over the whole 
length of the quadrupole: 
we are at a radius of 10mm, 
so integrated B component 
is 3.2Tm (100T/m gradient, 
3.2m long)

After correction: less than 
0.1 unit. Before correction: 
A components as big as 1.1 
units



Single magnet edge correction

• “proof of principle” works beautifully; not clear 
where the limits of this method are. Multipoles 
can be kept to below 0.1 units (and can be 
reduced to an arbitrarily small number).

• Correcting one component does not spoil other 
components; the process converges rather fast.

• Multipole components added only to the first 
two turns of the cable

• Next step: correct also crosstalk between 
adjacent apertures



The problem (2): crosstalk 
compensation

This the part of the FF 
quadrupole closest to the IP, 
length = 720mm distance at tip: 
66mm, angle 30mrad



Multipoles – before and after

Before /after picture: not different scales



Integrated multipolesbefore after



Longitudinal field

• Multipole analysis does not deal with 
longitudinal fields – what is their magnitude?

After correction, and with a small asymmetry to 
the currents of the two layers – by 0.3%. 
Without the asymmetry, there is a residual field 
of 4mT

Longitudinal field 
integrates out to zero 
per side



Dual aperture crosstalk compensation

• …also works beautifully.

• The multipole components added are small 
(order of a few percent or less) and to the 
naked eye a compensated and 
uncompensated quad looks the same



Forces and pressure - longitudinal

Here the longitudinal force is taken by the material between successive 
grooves – there the force is highest, groove distance is maximum. 
We get 8000N/m, so for 2 cm the force is 160N, and the pressure is 
applied in an area of 4mmX2cm => 2MPa or pressure where the 
material is ~3mm thick

cable



Forces and pressure - radial

Above is a test quadrupole with 50T/m. Multiply all forces by a factor 4! Maximum 
radial force is 2500N/m – “trying to make the circle a square”.

Force exerted in ~20mm strip along the magnet (20cm long, 30 windings) is 1500 
N for 4000 mm2 or ~0.4MPa

Force is exerted on support tubes (in red). Note that since the force is quadrupole-
like, any deformation does not affect the field quality!!



Conferences
MT25 – abstract submitted 
on edge correction

A novel method for greatly reduced edge 
effects design in CCT magnets EUCAS 2017 – abstract to be 

submitted on compensation



Conclusions

• Both the edge effects correction and the crosstalk 
correction work very well with the CCT design.

• The limit in precision of such a magnet is probably not 
in how well one can compensate, but rather it would 
depend on misalignment errors, calculated to be small 
a year ago. I would need to revisit this analysis.

• (one of the main advantages of the CCT design is that 
the cable misalignment errors are small)

• For FCC-ee to be able to decide on a baseline solution 
for the FF quadrupoles, we need to know the edge 
effect errors and the crosstalk errors of the Panofski-
type quadrupole. News from BINP: analysis underway



Thank you


